The 12th Asian American Festival officially launched
— The list of the organizing committee was published

At the end of May 2022, the Boston Asian American Friendship Association held a meeting of all directors and decided to pass the proposal to hold the 12th Asian American Festival in Boston Common on September 10 this year. At the beginning of June, after the approval and hearing of the Park Management Office, the Asian American Club officially obtained the venue use permit.

This year’s Asian American Festival, adhering to the purpose of “integrating Asian and American ethnic groups and beautifying community homes”, has added cultural exhibition booths, check-in attractions, and added exhibitions on the basis of previous commercial promotion booths + large-scale live stage performances. Flash and other new content, and strive to create an unrepeated cultural heritage and artistic style.

After a month of intensive logistical planning and personnel adjustment, the list of members of the organizing committee of the 12th Asian American Festival was officially confirmed today. As of now, the members of the organizing committee and their responsibilities are as follows:

Director: Fei Pan
Co-Director: Pinci Cao
External Spokesperson: Yunlong Zhen
Secretary-General: Kewei Gu
Finance Group
Member: Aiqing Feng
Person in charge: Guoliang Yu

Artistic Consultants: Yunlong Zhen, Hong Zhu, Xi Dejun Huang
Speaker: Yunlong Zhen

Performance Group
Person in charge: Siliang Song
Members: Pinci Cao, Amy Wu, Peixi Zhong, Meixia Chen

Food Group
Person in charge: Siliang Song
Members: Pinci Cao, Zhaowanrong Xu
Investment Promotion Group (responsible for recruiting and docking cooperative merchants)
Person in charge: Siliang Song

Coordination group (responsible for general affairs, material management, site planning, volunteer management, document management)
Person in charge: Kewei Gu

Person in charge: Kewei Gu

Director: Zhong Liu
Person in charge: Siliang Song
Members: Pinci Cao, Shunxiang Guan

Investment Promotion Group (responsible for stage programs and sound music)
Person in charge: Guoliang Yu
Members: Pinci Cao, Shunsiang Guan
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2. Dance of Youth by Northeastern University Dance Troupe
3. Guo Yuehui’s Suona Solo and Huosi Performance
4. Girls chorus "You look so pretty when you smile"
5. North East Rhythmics gymnastics school modern dance performance
6. Italian accordionist Ray Cavicchio
7. Cai J无人驾驶 Meng Dance Troupe Chinese Classical Dance, Hip-hop
8. N&D Fragments of classical ballet play and modern ballet works
9. Flamenco Boston Band, solo Ana Maria Villa; Hu Yuling Flamenco Dance Troupe perform Spanish-style dancing and dancing
10. Ryukyukoku Matsuri Daiko Massachusetts
11. New England Martial Arts Champion School Martial Arts Show
12. Voice of the East Choir "The Phantom of the Theatre" "Tianzun Will Be Better"
13. TIGER AN’S Taekwondo
14. Mu Han’s all-round martial arts performance, the harmonious beauty of the combination of Korean taekwondo and ballet.
15. Juguo Performing "Deep Night" Performance: Guo Xiuying Dance: Fu Jinxun Dance Studio
16. Boston World Cheongsam Cultural Association Cheongsam Dance "Dream of Water Village"
17. Boston Country Dance Troupe Children’s Dance "Small Town Ballad" Tibetan Dance "Dolma’".
18. Qin Yun Guizhen Orchestra performed "Wish to be a Lotus in the Next Life!"
19. Berklee College of Music Jiasi Band
20. Coloratura soprano Lian Yan female solo
21. New England Conservatory students perform "Free Tango"
22. Boston Star Band song "Let's Go Away" - Jenny's Classic Golden Melody Mix
23. Guo Liyuan Language and Art School, 5-15 year old children's poem recitation "Will Enter the Wine
24. Indian Dance DFD Academy Indian Classical Dance, Hip-hop, Modern Bollywood Skewers
25. Fu Jingwen Dance Garden Xiaolingxian Dance Troupe Children’s classical dance "Only Blue and Green"; Dai dance "Blue Wave Peacock"
26. Tenor Huang Hao “Nessum Dorma” and " Homeward Bound"
28. Connecticut Mulan Fitness & Art school Performance “Qinghua River”
29. “Bidding Farewell” - "You are the best" Annui Boychenko, Eva Chen. Angelina Ding, Annie, Ye
30. Yo-Yo Greater Boston Chinese Cultural Association in Massachusetts and Boston, politicians from the municipal government, and diplomatic envoys from various countries in the future, we will also invite more groups and individuals, looking forward to more people to celebrate this event with us.

The 12th Asian American Festival Live Performance Program
(Tentative version on August 10, 2022)

Member: Stephanie Pan
On July 22, after screening and discussion by the organizing committee and the director group, 33 programs were initially selected for the stage performance of the Asian American Festival. Most of the performers are not only from professional performance groups and art schools, but also from Boston Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, Italian, Native American and other ethnic groups and age groups, fully demonstrating this year’s Asian American Festival “diversity” characteristic concept.

In addition, with the launch of the preliminary investment promotion work, merchants in Boston and New York have contacted us one after another, and the negotiation and follow-up work are in progress in an orderly manner. So far, the first batch of sponsor fund from partners has been delivered.

Finally, this year’s Asian American Festival also invited a number of Asian-American associations in Massachusetts and Boston, politicians from the municipal government, and diplomatic envoys from various countries in the future, we will also invite more groups and individuals, looking forward to more people to celebrate this event with us.
The 12th Annual American Festival gathered elites

Blue Ocean Realty been the title sponsor

Starting from the 6th Annual American Festival in 2016, Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker, Boston Mayor Martin Walsh and City-Council Speaker Wu Mo joined to recognize the American Festival as the second Saturday of September each year. The American Festival is celebrated in different forms. Through the years, this is the first time that the American Festival has returned to Boston’s Central Park to hold a grand celebration. The American Festival features the Asian American Festival has attracted the attention of all citizens. Participating in the parade, they wore colorful costumes, held banners and slogans, and walked around the park. The atmosphere was lively and eye-catching.

This year's American Festival was valued and supported by the Boston Municipal Government. Blue Ocean Realty immediately expressed its title sponsorship of this American Festival. China Senor Citizens Association, NT Development, UCina, China Young Hospitality, Minshu Yuan, Ameris Medical Spa, co-organizer, Shanghai Global Travel Service, Shanghai United Travel Service, New England China Foundation, Daily Times, Mass Chinese Women’s Association, China United Times, Huangpu Kehuitang Company, Wanju.cn, Boston Bilingual Network, American Asian Art Institute, GIFCA, etc.

In particular, the New England Patriots Foundation donated Matthew Judon’s autographed football to the Asian American Foundation. This is another famous team after the Boston Red Sox donated Dzhok Tach’s autographed baseball. American Festival, this is a new progress since the generation of Chinese in the Asian American Association joined the activities. We are still working hard. Thank you friends and colleagues for your support and help. Figure vigorously promote groups will set up this year’s American Festival. Many businesses in the Boston area have also signed up to host booths in the American Festival. The park will also promote cultural exchange, health, charity, education, entertainment, performance groups and art academies but also cover Boston Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and various ethnic groups and age groups such as Span, Italy, and the United States fully demonstrated the unique concept of "diversity" of this American Festival.

The The 12th American Festival may hold a special concert

Famous German Chinese musicians and composers make a big debut

Through the efforts of Dr. Wu Hao, the director of the American Association, the German-Chinese baritone singer Liu Keqing and his wife will also participate in the American Festival benefit performance. Due to virus problems, Liu Keqing and her wife are unable to attend the concert in person, and will perform live in the event. According to music industry reviews, Mr. Liu Keqing is one of the most outstanding Chinese singers who have studied in the West for decades and has helped many Famous Chinese cantors singers, such as Yin Xianmei, to study in Europe and the United States. The concert of Mr. and Mrs. Liu will be announced separately.

The The 12th American Festival may hold a special concert

Famous German Chinese musicians and composers make a big debut

The success of Carreras joins hands with Palau chief soprano

World Famous Singer Announces Participation in Asian American Festival

Sergi Giménez Carreras is a famous Spanish tenor, lover to the vocal arts of the Carreras music family, and artistic director of the Palau Nocturnes Opera House in Barcelona. Graduated from Barcelona Central University, masterpiece "Sinfonia". In his artistic career of more than 20 years, he has performed and played the leading roles of many famous opera on different stages around the world. "The Trovatore", "La Traviata", "Magic Flute" and other world-renowned opera performances as the leading role. In February 2019, he performed Carreras again as a director of the "Magic Flute" in Barcelona. The audience were deeply impressed by his artistic performance. In addition to the vocal arts, he also held concerts in Australia, Japan and South Korea. The public got to know him through the concerts. In 2017, he held a concert in the "Teatro Real" of Madrid. In 2018, he performed in the "Teatro Real" of Madrid and the "Teatro de la Maestranza" in Seville, etc. He is the only Chinese who has performed in Spain and Japan. He has also performed in the "Teatro Real" of Madrid and "The Teatro Real" of Madrid and "Opera Rara" of the "Opera Rara" in Madrid. The concert has been held all over the world. He has served as the principal at the "Opera Rara" of the "Opera Rara". He is a young Chinese opera star and an international cultural exchange messenger active on the international stage today.

The 12th American Association of Boston (AAAB) is excited to announce that we will be hosting the 12th annual Asian American Day (AADay) to celebrate the Asian American and Pacific Islander community. The event will take place on Sunday, September 11, 2022, from 10 am to 5 pm at Boston City Park.

The event will feature a variety of activities, including cultural performances, art displays, and food stalls. Visitors can enjoy traditional Asian food from different countries, watch performances by local talent, and explore the diverse cultures of the Asian American community.

In addition to the showcases, AAAB members will be on hand to provide information and answer any questions visitors may have. The event is open to all, and we encourage everyone to come out and join us in celebrating the richness and diversity of our community.

For more information or to get involved, please contact us at info@aaaboston.org or call 617-682-6616. We look forward to seeing you on September 11th!
On the afternoon of July 11th, Ms. Yaling Qin, President of the America Asia Economic Alliance in Las Vegas, visited Boston at the invitation of the Boston Asia American Friendship Association. Yunlong Zhen, Chairman of the Asian American Friendship Association, and Cao Pinci, the Co-Executive President, went to the airport to greet her in person. 

At about 6:30 p.m., Fei Pan, executive chairman of the Asian American Friendship Association, Tianqi Wang, Hao Wu, Siliang Song, etc., also attended the welcome dinner held in Boston's Chinatown, and warmly welcomed the visiting chairman Yaling Qin. Previously, after two months of communication and discussions, the Boston Asia-American Association and the America-Asia Alliance reached a strategic cooperation intention, and President Yaling Qin's visit represented the official start of the cooperation talks between the two parties.

On the afternoon of July 12, the cooperation talks between the two parties were officially held in the Asia-American Life Salon. President Fei Pan first gave a detailed introduction to the organization structure and past activities of the Asia-American Association. When talking about the community service of the Asian American Association and the Boston Asian American Festival, President Qin gave full praise, she said: "At present, Las Vegas also has a large-scale Chinese community, and also has a large number of jobs and various industries. Chinese and Asian elites in the industry, the community also attaches great importance to the 'Asia Pacific Culture Month', but now we do not have our own statutory festival. Since the beginning of this year, the America-Asia Alliance has also successfully held a series of cultural and public welfare activities. In the future, the two sides can work together to make the Asian American Festival a diversified and multi-structured federal statutory holiday." 

 Afterwards, President Yaling Qin also introduced the organization of the America-Asia Alliance, community service activities, etc., and expressed his willingness to provide assistance to the development of the Asian-American Association in the western region of the United States, and to help the Asian-American Association to establish friendship with the local Chinese communities in the United States and Western America. Chairman Yunlong Zhen fully affirmed the community contribution of the Meiya Alliance, and thanked President Yaling Qin for his help. Afterwards, Chairman Yunlong Zhen presented President Yaling Qin with his calligraphy work "Linjiangxian: The Rolling Waters of the Yangtze River", and an "Asian American Yearbook". The two sides have reached a number of cooperation consensus in the joint holding of the Asia-American Festival in the two places, as well as the follow-up cultural cooperation and business cooperation.

At the meeting, after listening to the discussion between the two parties, the members of the board of directors of the Asian American Association voted to approve the resolution to grant President Yaling Qin the "Asian American Association's Western Cultural and Business Ambassador". Subsequently, Yunlong Zhen, chairman of the Asian American Association, signed the letter of appointment, which is also the first time in the history of the Asian American Association that the title of "Cultural and Commercial Ambassador" has been awarded to the outside world. President Yaling Qin said that the cooperation between the Asia-American Association and the America-Asia Alliance will surely become a milestone in the friendly relationship between the two Asian-American communities.